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CAMSS Shelters products are also available through the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) and 
the General Services Administration (GSA) for military and US Government Agency users.

CAMSS 14TAC32

When it comes to the US Military, CAMSS Shelters understand 
speed is essential to any mission. That’s why the CAMSS TAC Series 
of rapid deployment shelters are compact, lightweight, energy 
efficient, and fast to set up. The CAMSS TAC series shelters have 
one-piece frames and one-piece covers, which allow the shelters to 
erect in three (3) to five (5) minutes. Tested extensively by the US 
Army and independent labs, the CAMSS TAC series shelters are 
built for demanding missions in harsh wind, rain, and snow. The 
CAMSS TAC Shelter Systems are more rugged lightweight and 
compact than any other shelters in their class.

LIGHTER. 
FASTER.
BETTER.

RAPID SETUP 
CAMSS 14TAC SHELTER SYSTEMS

CAMSS 14TAC15

CAMSS 14TAC25



Call For a QUOTE today!
1-800-984-7678  |  shelters@camss.comwww.camss.com 

CAMSS Shelters products are also available through the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) and 
the General Services Administration (GSA) for military and US Government Agency users.

CAMSS 14TAC shelters include standard options such as internal liner system,fabric floor with 
vector proofing, air sock with spot cooling, blackout windows, and HVAC ports. Double zipper 
entrances that include boots for connecting options such as vestibules, side to side connectors, 
end to end connectors, and side to end connectors. The connecting boots make it easy to 
complex TAC shelters together to form many different layouts.

Want To Learn More?
14TAC15:  https://camss.com/product/camss-14tac15/ 

14TAC25: https://camss.com/product/camss-14tac25/

14TAC32: https://camss.com/product/camss-14tac32/

For a Quote contact:
E-mail: shelters@camss.com

Phone: 1-800-984-7678

Watch the CAMSS 20TAC Video (Similar to 14TAC):  https://youtu.be/ORdf-bcwfMo

THE 14TAC SYSTEM
Lightweight aluminum frame and separate fabric 
bundle allow for man liftable transport. Frame and 
fabric bundle are compact for shipping. The 
CAMSS14TAC-TRI is even more compact version in 
cases where every inch counts. 
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